Extended Producer Responsibility –
OECD Definition
OECD defines Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) as an environmental
policy approach in which a producer’s responsibility for a product is
extended to the post-consumer stage of a product’s life cycle.
An EPR policy is characterized by:
(1) the shifting of responsibility to actors in the product’s lifecycle and off of
the general tax base;
(2) the provision of incentives to producers to take into account
environmental considerations when designing their products.

EPR does not mandate hidden fees, doe not narrow the
options available for end-of-life management of the
product, nor does it stipulate exclusive responsibility for
the manufacturer

OTS – The Program & Solution
The Government’s direction to OTS:
•

Program to include all aspects associated with management of used
tires once removed from vehicles including
Handling
Storage (temporary or otherwise)
Collection
Transportation
Reuse
Processing
Recycling

•

Retailers participating in program shall not charge consumers an
additional fee for tire management following removal from vehicle
Any Stockpiled tires must be abated
Priority on diversion - Higher end uses whenever possible (i.e. no burning
or land/mono filling of tires)
• Promote Ontario-based market for recycling & recycled products i.e.
green technology

•
•

OTS – The Program & Solution
OTS has implemented a program based around the offering of a series of
incentives to drive diversion in accord with the Government’s direction.
Companies must register with OTS and execute an Agreement in which they
agree to comply with OTS-set performance, reporting and compliance
standards.
Tire disposal fees and Tip fees are prohibited under the OTS program.
• Collection Allowance – paid to “Collectors” (retailers, garages, vehicle
recyclers, etc..) who have their tires picked up by an OTS-registered
Hauler ($0.88 per PLT)
• Transportation Incentive – paid to Processors (formerly to Haulers) per
tonne of tires received at the Processors facility (average $140 / tonne)
• Processing Incentive – paid to Processors upon submission of proof of
sale of recycled rubber (average $180 / tonne of crumb, or approximately
$1.20 CAD / tire received)
• Manufacturing Incentive – paid to the manufacturer of a moulded or
extruded product made with recycled rubber on proof of sale
of the product (e.g. mats, $120 / tonne of recycled rubber)

OTS – The Program & Solution
The Ontario Results:
•
•
•
•

Tripling of the Transporter sector
>2x increase in the Processing capacity in the Province
230% increase in manufacturing activity using recycled rubber
Elimination of illegal dumping and stockpiles in Ontario

The market has evolved to the point where demand for scrap tires by
Processors exceeds available tire supply.
This has resulted in a market in which “illegal dumping” has been eliminated
because scrap tires are too valuable to be disposed of.

2013 Diversion Results
2013

2012

Tonnes Supplied

155,055

149,195

Tonnes Collected

139,934

154,004

Tonnes Reuse

10,535

13,149

7.5%

8.5%

Tonnes TDP

81,609

89,505

Tonnes Crumb

74,752

68,441

92%

76%

Tonnes crumb in Manufacturing

37,622

32,715

% TDP used in Manufacturing

50.3%

47.8%

% Diversion

110%

109%

% Reuse

% Crumb

Market Objectives
2013 TDP Market

2013 Ontario-Produced TDP Markets
by Geography

28%

Ontario
53%

19%

Canada
USA

OTS – The Program
Keys to success:
• An open system of incentives set to ensure tires from across the province
are recovered and recycled;
• A process to review incentive model design and rates based on
changes in market conditions and activity;
• A robust tracking system that allows for tracing used tire movements
from generation to ultimate end use;
• A set of vendor standards that ensure fair competition by properly
licensed, insured and permitted companies.
• A focus on “seeding” markets (through grants and other mechanisms)
that demonstrate favorable economics for long-term recycled rubber use
and then supporting them to maturity (through incentives).

Ontario – EPR
In Ontario the development of product stewardship programs is undertaken
under the umbrella of the Waste Diversion Act (2002)
“Ontario EPR” : the company with the closest connection to the FIRST supply
of a product into the province (called the “Steward”) is responsible for
ensuring it is responsibly recycled at it end of life.
• TDF is not considered “diversion” under Ontario Policy
• TDA use severely limited by Regulatory hurdles
Tire Stewards are:
• Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs, Ford, Mack)
• Tire brand owners (Michelin, Goodyear)
• Tire importers (like the Ontario distributor of a Chinese brand not located
in Ontario)
Stewards created OTS to deliver the program in Ontario
This approach is unique to Ontario in Canada. Every other tire program in the
country imposes fees at retail, all recycle all the tires they are responsible for.

Tire Stewardship Programs in Canada
Province

PLT Fee

MT Fee

OTR Fee

PEI

$4.00

$11.25

None

Newfoundland

$3.00

$9.00

None

New Brunswick

$4.50

$13.50

None

Nova Scotia

$4.50

$13.50

None

Quebec

$3.00

$3.00

None

Ontario

$5.43

$14.65

$5.88 – $1,311.24

Manitoba

$4.00

$9.00

$4.00 - $135.00

Saskatchewan

$4.00

$14.00

$25.00 - $140.00

Alberta

$4.00

$9.00

$0.00 - $200.00

British Columbia

$5.00

$9.00

$15.00 - $35.00

Yukon

$5.00

$5.00

None

NWT

None

None

None

Nunavut

None

None

None

Ontario – EPR
The success of the OTS program is not related to its “EPR design”.
From the outset OTS had a clear, if expensive, mandate to drive higher-value
recycling, and a conviction that this approach was, over the long term, the
key to creating self-sustaining tire recycling markets.
The “immediate results” demanded by the Government and absence of
corresponding public support (e.g. procurement, specification, application of
financial tools) have all created significant challenges, and higher costs.
In addition Ontario has historically been preoccupied with “fees” and
concerns about consumer perceptions, sometimes to the detriment of
program operations and stability.

OTS – The Program & Solution
Unfortunately in many jurisdictions, including Ontario, there is significant focus
on issues which are not related to recycling and market creation, and issues
which do need attention are overshadowed by political concerns:
• Who pays the fees?
•
•
•

EPR should involve all actors through the tire supply chain
Focusing on “manufacturers” to exclusively pay ignores the realities of how tires
(and many other products) come to market, especially in provincial/state
programs and adds significant administrative complexity
Fees are supposed to incent DfE product redesign, but tires do not lend
themselves to this activity in ways that lower recycling costs

• Who is responsible for compliance?
•

Lack of enforcement efforts by government result in an unlevel playing field
that encourages free-ridership and penalizes “good actors”

OTS – The Program & Solution
Unfortunately in many jurisdictions, including Ontario, there is significant focus
on issues which are not related to recycling and market creation, and issues
which do need attention are overshadowed by political concerns:
• Are fees visible or hidden?
•
•

“Hiding fees” decreases program transparency and negates a consumer
engagement opportunity
Burying fees in product price results in fee mark-ups through the supply chain
along with product price

The focus on “where the fees sit” creates additional administrative
complexity and drives costs while not supporting the recycling of
even 1 additional tire.

The Road to a Scrap Tire Solution
1.
•
•
•

2.
•
•
•

3.

Understand the basics of the new tire market
How many new tires actually get sold?
Who are the “players” in your jurisdictions?
What are the channels through which tires get supplied?

Ensure you have the “right” regulatory tools
Can you require new tire “suppliers” & used tire “collectors” to register?
Do used tire transporters / recyclers have to register?
What inspection and sanction powers exist?

Enforce the standards you set

• Do you enforce your existing standards?
• If you implement new requirements can you enforce them?
• What resources would be needed to step up enforcement?

3.
4.
5.

Understand the tire recycling market, including the costs
Clearly articulate what you want, and why
Understand and “own” the implications

The Road to a Scrap Tire Solution
4.

Understand the tire recycling market, including the costs

• How many used tires get generated?
• How many players are there in the hauling and recycling market in &
servicing your jurisdiction?
• What is currently happening with used tires?
• How much does the current system actually cost?

5.
•
•
•

6.
•
•
•
•

Clearly articulate what you want, and why
What problem are you trying to solve?
Why is a solution necessary?
Why are you choosing a particular outcome?

Understand and “own” the implications
New regulatory tools may be needed
New staffing may be required
Overall system costs may increase
Existing players and markets may be advantaged or disadvantaged

The Road to a Scrap Tire Solution
• “EPR” is not a solution, it is an approach, one of many.
• The priority for a regulator must be to first understand and
articulate what outcomes it wants, then choose the tools that will
support the successful achievement of those outcomes.
• Market change is possible, but it is harder and more expensive the
faster you want to go.
• Overblown rhetoric is the enemy of progress and collaboration.
• It is imperative to have the data on which to base sound policy
direction, and program design.

The backend database and employee interface, which
allows for smooth program administration and reporting.

Provides program participants with an easy- to-use web
portal for entering and editing transactions, for messaging,
and for negotiating claim details.

Mobile application enables the power of real-time data
collection, the efficiency of modernized transaction
handling, the eco- friendliness of paperless transactions,
and the ability to help stop fraud in it’s tracks.
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By the Numbers

Participants

Staff

664 stewards
7,049 collectors
151 haulers
31 processors
18 rpms

6 claims review team
3 call centre representatives
151 haulers
Transactions
31 processors
96,941
tcrs
18 rpms
17,707 ptrs
151 haulers
31 processors
18 rpms

Why Mobile?
Real-time Transactions
Transactions flow into TreadMarks
continually, as devices sync with our
servers. More timely data receipt allows
OTS to undertake additional analysis
and validation of claims to ensure the
integrity of the program.

Data Integrity
Handwritten forms are consistently
prone to error. Automatic population of
verified, an intuitive user interface, and
built-in data validation ensures that the
information coming into the system is
clean and accurate.

Fraud Prevention
Individual components of transactions
are geo-located and time-stamped.
Unique and encrypted identifiers are
used to identify participants. Other
features help us monitor the participant
without having to be there in person.

iPads and QR Codes

Each driver in
the program
carries an iPad
Mini.

Every Collector, Hauler,
and Processor is
identified with a QR
Code.

Security
Authenticate users and verify device
security before granting access to the
application.
Prohibit installation of any
unauthorized applications or software.
Disable access to the application if the
device is compromised, non-compliant,
or stolen.

Require a device passcode with
configurable complexity and length.
Enforce restrictions on device features,
apps , mail, phone, web browsing.
Recover a lost or stolen device through
GPS location tracking.
Perform a remote device lock or wipe.

OTS
Questions? Comments?
For further information:

Ontario Tire Stewardship
www.rethinktires.ca
Andrew Horsman
Executive Director, Ontario Tire Stewardship
ahorsman@rethinktires.ca

